Abstract. The undirected power graph of a finite group G, P (G), is a graph with the group elements of G as vertices and two vertices are adjacent if and only if one of them is a power of the other. Let A be an adjacency matrix of P (G). An eigenvalue λ of A is a main eigenvalue if the eigenspace ε(λ) has an eigenvector X such that X t j ̸ = 0, where j is the all-one vector.
Introduction
All the groups and graphs are assumed to be finite. There are several constructions of graphs from groups like Cayley graphs, Schreier coset graph, orbital digraph and etc. which have a long history in the literature. One of the new consructions of graphs from a finite group G is the power graph of G which is the main concept considered in this paper. The undirected power graph P (G) of G is a graph with V (P (G)) = G and two distinct vertices g 1 and g 2 are adjacent if and only if there is a positive integer k such that g k 1 = g 2 or g 1 = g k 2 . The concept of the undirected power graph of the semigroups was first introduced by Chakrabarty et al. in 2009 [2] . They found that for any finite group G, the power graph P ( n ) is always a connected graph. Then they presented a necessary and sufficient condition on the power graph to be a complete graph. Good results were later obtained in this area. For example, Cameron et al. observed that non-isomorphic finite groups may have isomorphic power graphs, but in the case of abelian finite groups they must be isomorphic [1] . Furthermore, Pourgholi, YousefiAzari and Ashrafi generalized some results of this area and gave some counterexamples on the conjecture of Chakrabarty which state that P (G) is a Hamiltonian graph for all values of n greater than 3 except for n = 2 m p 1 p 2 ...p k , where p 1 , p 2 , ..., p k are prime distinct divisors of n, m and k are no negative integers and m ≥ 2 for k = 0, 1 and k ≥ 2 for m = 0, 1 ([7] ).
In this paper we deal with specific eigenvalues of the power graph of Z n called main eigenval-
ues. An eigenvalue λ of (0, 1)-adjacency matrix A of a finite graph Γ with n vertices is a main eigenvalue if it has a corresponding eigenvector X which is not orthogonal to all-one vector j.
By Perron Frobenuis theorem, the simple largest eigenvalue of Γ is always main, because the corresponding eigenvector can be chosen to have all positive components. For more studies on main eigenvalues of a graph see [3, 5, 6, 8, 9 ].
Preliminaries
Let A have the following spectral decomposition
where λ 1 , λ 2 , ..., λ k are the main eigenvalues of Γ and P 1 , P 2 , ..., P k are the orthogonal projections onto eigenspaces ε(λ 1 ), ε(λ 2 ), ..., ε(λ k ), respectively. Let Γ be a simple graph with (0, 1)-adjacency matrix A and W (Γ) = (w ij ) is its walk matrix where w ij is the number of walks of length j with the start point v i and j be the all-one vector. We can easily see that:
We have the following theorem by [5] . 
where In the following section we find a condition on n such that P (Z n ) have exactly one main eigenvalues. In section 3, the number of main eigenvalues of P (Z n ) When all the above p i for i = 1, 2, ...s are distinct are calculated.
3. the power graph of Z n As we mentioned before, if G is a cyclic group generated by a ∈ G, then Γ = P (G) is an undirected graph with vertex set V (Γ) = G and two different vertices u and v are adjacent if
is a connected graph. In [2] , it was shown the power graph of a semigroup S is complete if and only if for any two subsemigroups S 1 and S 2 of S we have S 1 ⊆ S 2 or S 2 ⊆ S 1 . So we have the following theorem: We know that the elements of the group of units in the integers modulo n ( i.e. n ) are the generators of Z n . So the elements of n ∪ {0} are adjacent to all other vertices of P (Z n ). The number of these vertices are
On the other hand, for every d|n, d n = {dx; x ∈ U n } is a clique of P (Z n ). If x, y are two arbitrary distinct elements of n , then there is a unique element r such that rx = y. So drx = dy and then dx and dy are adjacent in P (G), which means d n is a clique of P (G).
Also, for every two cliques d 1n and
Thus d 1 z is adjacent to d 2 y, and we can easily see that,
Example 2.1. In the Figure of one clique to all vertices of other clique. As you can see in Figure 1 , every clique is an orbit. So according to the previous theorem, which are not orbits. In the next section we prove new theorems about the main eigenvalues of P (Z n ) using the concept of the equitable partitions of vertices.
Main theorems
Let's begin this section with an important theorem about P (Z n ) having exactly one main eigenvalue Theorem 4.1. P (Z n ) has exactly one main eigenvalue if and only if n = p m , where p is a prime number and m ∈ N.
Proof. If P (Z n ) has exactly one main eigenvalue, then P (Z n ) is a regular graph by 2.2. Clearly, a regular power graph is complete. So by 3.1, n = p m , where p is a prime number and m is a nonegative integer.
Conversely, let n = p m where p is a prime number and m is a nonegative integer. So P (Z n ) is a complete graph, by 3.1. On the other side, k-regular graphs has exactly one main eigenvalue k, by 2.2. Since every complete graph with n vertices is n − 1-regular graph, P (Z n ) has exactly one main eigenvalue. (2) λ has a left eigenvector which is not orthogonal to the vector j.
If π is the discrete partition, the above definition is equivalent to that of main eigenvalue of a graph.
The following result is due to Teranishi [9] .
Theorem 4.5. Let Γ be a simple graph and π is an equitable partition of the vertices of Γ.

Then an eigenvalue λ is a main eigenvalue of Γ if and only if λ is a main eigenvalue of Γ π.
If n = p r 1 p 2 , then by the above theorem we can calculate the number of main eigenvalues of P (Z n ) by finding the number of main eigenvalues of P (Z n ) π. Note that when using the above theorem, π should be the equitable partition consisting of the elements of the set
The walk matrix of figure 1 with j, A(P (Z 12 ))j, ... and A 11 (P (Z 12 ))j as its columns is as follows by use of Matlab 2015b. 
The walk matrix of a qoutient graph P (Z 12 ) π where π is an equitable partition shown in figure 1 is 
As we can see, the rows of W (P (Z 12 ) π) are the same as W (P (Z 12 )) without repeated ones.
Clearly rank(W (P (Z 12 ))) = rank(W (P (Z 12 ) π) ).
.
The adjacency matrix
is defined as follows:
Now, we are ready to prove the following theorem:
Theorem 4.6. P (Z p 1 p 2 ) has exactly three main eigenvalues. Proof. By looking at Figure 3 , we can easily see that the automorphism group of P (Z p 1 p 2 ) has exactly three orbits p 1 p 2 ∪ {0}, p 1p 1 −1p 2 and p 2p 1 p 2 . In this case the adjacency matrix of
Let λ be an eigenvalue of A with corresponding eigenvector X = [x 1 x 2 x 3 ] t . We claim that λ is a main eigenvalue of P (Z p 1 p 2 ). On the contrary, let X is orthogonal to the vector j(n). So
Thus by AG E X = λX,
By solving the above equations system, we have x 1 = x 2 = x 3 = 0 which is a contradiction.
Therefore, every eigenvalue of A is main and P (Z p 1 p 2 ) has exactly three main eigenvalues.
There is another proof for Theorem 4.6 using Theorem 2.4. According to this theorem, A has at most three main eigenvalues. Since P (Z p 1 p 2 ) is not a regular graph, P (Z p 1 p 2 ) has more than one main eigenvalue by Theorem 2.2. But there is no power graph with exactly two main eigenvalues, because if there is a graph Γ with exactly two main eigenvalues, we can choose two vertices v and u from two different classes of our desire equitable partition and see that a and b in Theorem 2.3 are not unique which is a contradiction, too. So P (Z p 1 p 2 ) has exactly three main eigenvalues. Now, let W be a walk matrix of P (Z n ) π with columns j, Aj, A 2 j, ..., A 2r j. We rename the entries of these columns as follows
The following relations hold for the entries of the vector Aj.
Also there are some relations between the entries of i-th column and the entries of i − 1-th column as follows
By using Theorem 4 we can see that,
by Gaussian elimination and some factorizations. After r times doing the same on V ′ 1 we have,
If r ̸ = 2 is an even number, then the columns of r × r matrix V r are
where and if r = 2
Now, we have the following theorem: 
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